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Indexing architecture

The basic aggregator/indexer architecture consists of multiple Readers (data sources) together with a single

Indexer. Each Reader corresponds to one medium such as the blog, or a wiki. Instead of communicating directly

with the Indexer, each Reader will poll its source for information, and then dump that information to disk. Writing the

extracted data to disk has several advantages: firstly, supposing a major update to Lucene renders indices

produced with the old version incompatible with the new engine, we can rebuild the index using archives of

extracted data which we have retained. Secondly, for testing purposes we can insert our own documents for the

Indexer to index: the alternative to this is to write another Reader which is able to feed arbitrary data into the

system.

The system is asynchronous in the sense that indexing and data collection are not coupled: rather we have

producers (the Reader subclasses) which offer data, and a single consumer (the Indexer) which processes the data.

In doing so we avoid issues of multiple Readers being in a state of contention for the single resource, that is, the

Indexer. The original design had multiple Readers registered with a single Indexer, with each registered Reader

spawning an IndexerThread. In this design, each Reader performs its own data capture and stores extracted

documents in a document queue. Subsequently the IndexerThread was intended to poll each of the Readers for

captured data at an interval set by the Reader. Although data capture in the original design is similarly

asynchronous, the use of file system objects was decided to be a simpler way of achieving the same effect. If the

current design has any single major disadvantage, it is that depending on the source, it may be possible for a large

number of small file system objects to be generated, which can result in internal fragmentation on some file

systems.

When Readers are meant to be run continuously as background processes, it is convenient to run the Reader in a

detached session of GNU screen (http://www.gnu.org/software/screen/), which will continue to execute even after

the user has logged out of a shell.
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The indexer maintains a directory structure under its basepath bbdata:

bbdata/incoming - Individual Readers should deposit their documents here
bbdata/index - The Lucene index backing the application
bbdata/archive - As mentioned above, we would like to give the user the option of retaining extracted
documents in case re-indexing is required.

BBReaders

The BBReader file format is very simple: the first line is an identifying string which is the same in each document.

The second line is the name of the descriptor (as described in the subsequent section) which will be associated with

the document. Each subsequent line until an end-of-file token describes attribute-value pairs. A line defining an

attribute-value pair is of the form 'key=value', and values spanning multiple lines have each new line preceded by a

single backslash ('\'). By convention attributes may not contain the character '='.

Conceptually, any program which is able to write the file format expected by the BBIndexer is a BBReader. This

affords us a huge amount of flexibility in developing further data sources for the system, as we are not tied to

developing in a particular programming language: if for example it arises that no package exists for developing a

reader for a given data source in Java, we are free to develop them in a language which does support the missing

functionality. However, there are a number of overarching conventions which conforming Readers must write to its

produced documents.

Maintaining descriptors

A descriptor is a small file which contains a single line for each field that occurs in the documents produced by a

reader. One descriptor can describe multiple readers, but each reader naturally only relies on a single descriptor.

The descriptor informs the BBIndexer as to how each field is to be indexed. Lucene allows two orthogonal indexing

options: indexable or non-indexable, and tokenised or non-tokenised. Below we describe typical applications for

each combination of these attributes.

Indexable, tokenised text: natural language text which is intended to be returned directly from a query,
generally short items such as descriptions or summaries (blog entries and wiki diffs tend to be small enough
for them to be indexed this way)
Indexable, non-tokenised text: URLs, dates, and other non-text identifiers
Non-indexable, tokenised text: Generally items of full text where the text length is large, or the original
contents of fields prior to transformations performed during indexing
Non-indexable, non-tokenised text: Attributes and data private to the application

Privacy and access control issues

A concern raised by the nature of such a system is whether certain media (notably instant messenger logs) should

be searchable by all researchers with access to the system in general. An ideal way to alleviate this concern is by

placing all parties involved in an instant messenger or group conversation in a position of control over whether the

conversation is to be logged. Our idea is to approach this problem by implementing logging through a bot: a

program which is able to log in to an IM service and appear as a user. A user wishing to log a conversation would

explicitly invite a bot into the conversation. Subsequently its presence is visible to all parties involved. This approach

yields us extra flexibility since once invited into a conversation a capable bot might be able to honour particular

finer-grained requests, for example, only logging messages from a certain set of participants.

A second approach is to enforce access control depending on the user accessing the system. From the point of view

of an information retrieval engine, this is simple enough: this may involve adding an unsearchable field in each

document which maintains an access control list. In Lucene, there are multiple ways of filtering returned results on

arbitrary criteria (http://www.jguru.com/faq/view.jsp?EID=492401).
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Limitations for queries

We must consider the queries that Lucene allows us to perform as the primitives for the more sophisticated queries

which we intend to support. For efficiency reasons there are particular queries which are either expensive or not

possible in Lucene. For example, Lucene restricts the occurrence of the * wildcard to the middle or end of a token,

as the underlying data structures are not efficient when searching on a wildcard prefix. Also of interest is the fact

that although Lucene offers the facility of ranges (for example pubDate: [19990101 TO 20000506]), these are

implemented in terms of a conjunction of the intervening dates. The number of terms in this expansion depends on

the resolution given for that date field (Lucene allows millisecond, second, minute, hour, day, month and year

precision for searching on indexed dates), but for large ranges with high resolution it is possible for Lucene to

encounter the upper limit on the length in terms of a query. It is possible to raise this limit, at a cost for search

performance.
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